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About This Game

Biodigital is a Sci-Fi interactive story set in the year 2117. In 2117, humans live inside the biodigital space, a space where minds
are embodied in machines made of biological and electronic parts. Biodigital tells the story of how humans got into the

biodigital space. It begins describing the societal changes produced by the rise of ancient communication technologies, from
printing to television. Then, it describes the rise of neuroimplantable devices that allowed humans to clone their minds into the

biodigital space. The rise of neuroimplantable technologies was accompanied with new moral dilemmas, who questioned
whether a person's mental clones could remain telepathically connected to its predecessors.

Biodigital is a fictional story created in a collaboration between Takahito Ito and Cesar A. Hidalgo at the Collective Learning
group at the MIT Media Lab. Takahito Ito is a visualization engineer in NHK (Japan's public broadcasting company) and Cesar

Hidalgo is the director of the Collective Learning group at MIT.

Biodigital was a side project for both Taka and Cesar during a visit that Taka did to Cesar's lab during the 2016-2017 academic
year.
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Title: Biodigital
Genre: Free to Play
Developer:
Takahito Ito, Cesar Hidalgo, et al.
Publisher:
Collective Learning group, The MIT Media Lab, NHK
Release Date: 24 Sep, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: i5

Memory: 8000 MB RAM

Graphics: 1050

Storage: 5000 MB available space

English
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